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Abstract: One of the most preferred communication tools in the telecommunication world is telephony. Telephone exchanges that do not use the functioning Internet Protocol (IP) technology are beginning to lose importance. Instead, exchange systems that provide communication over IP have begun to be used. Although, Voice over IP (VoIP) technology provides great advantages over traditional telephone exchanges as enabling voice transmission over IP, security and safety concerns are seen as critical issues for VoIP technology and devices or software applications using this technology. VoIP security and safety is directly related with Internet security, since VoIP technology uses Internet infrastructure during communication and the data is transmitted between devices as IP packets. In this study, old-fashioned telephone exchange systems and systems using IP technology are compared at first glance. Secondly, threats, security and safety issues related to VoIP are addressed and studies consisting of identification of threats, identification of security measures, testing of these security measures, situations threaten VoIP security and vulnerabilities of VoIP technology are examined. Threat categorizations of Voice Over IP Security Alliance (VoIPSA) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) are examined. Papers on VoIP security and safety are classified according to VoIPSA and IETF threat taxonomy. Lastly, possible and novel counter-measures to those security and safety threats are proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By means of the telephone, the voice has been transmitted from one point to another using public switched telephone networks (PSTN) [1]. With the rapid progress and development of Internet Protocol (IP) technology, widespread use has led to the idea of voice transmission over packet-switched networks [2]. PBX means private branch exchange and IP PBX is the exchange system that makes data communication over IP (Internet protocol). On the other hand, while PBX is a conventional PBX system, IP PBX refers to PBX systems that communicate over IP. These IP PBX systems have many advantages over conventional PBX systems [3][4].

Voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) is a collection of technologies based on the IP protocol that enables today’s circuit-switched communication services to operate on packet-switched data networks [1]. In other words, instead of traditional telephone networks, the transmission of voice over IP-based networks by converting them into IP packets is called ‘IP Telephony’ [2]. In other respects, The IP-DECT (digitally enhanced cordless telephone) system can be thought of as a link (bridge) between VoIP and DECT. IP-DECT systems can be used in a number of situations where wireless connectivity is needed in IP converters or integrated communications systems [3]. Especially; IP-DECT systems provide effective advantages for users where wireless connection is required [5][6]. But even for any person, it is a practical and very advantageous solution for users to take their phone and go to another place, and respond to all their calls without being tied to the desk. Flexibility and ease of use are combined with IP-DECT technology [6]. The disadvantages of fixed phone are eliminated by IP-DECT technology and a more advantageous solution is offered [6][7]. When looked at by the IP PBX, each DECT phone sends an IP call in the context of the phone feature. Many services are provided, such as the features that the IP PBX is subscribed to, and the numbering plan [8]. All configuration and maintenance procedures are performed via the IP-DECT Base Stations, the IP-DECT Gateway and the web interface on the VoIP gateway. On account of the web interface, all the configuration and maintenance operations can be adjusted easily. Moreover, the web interface on IP-DECT base stations, IP-DECT gateways and VoIP gateways, many operations can be performed easily by manual operation in classical telephone exchange systems [8]. Another important feature is that new base stations with VoIP support can be used together with traditional base stations in the same system [9]. As an example of this advantageous situation, when a person wants to convert the traditional PBX system to the system of the new technology IP telephone server structure, the VoIP system can be seamlessly switched without losing the wireless communication infrastructure used. Benefits of the IP-DECT system compared to traditional DECT systems [8][9]:

- Less cabling and maintenance requirements with a single main network
- Integrated telephony and data-based technologies
- Mobile freedom without being connected to a fixed location
- In other locations, there is no telephone exchange system requirement.
- One number for roaming (mobile) users
- Flexibility and usability
- Classic and new IP PBX systems can work together

Despite the advantages, VoIP carries some security problems, since the transmission is influenced by the problems that occur on the Internet. VoIP traffic consists of data stream between network devices that the interventions to the network
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2. VOICE COMMUNICATION over the INTERNET PROTOCOL

VoIP is the name given to technology that enables voice transmission over a packet-switched Internet network instead of a public switched telephone network.

2.1. VoIP and Historical Development

In VoIP, voice data is converted into IP packets and transmitted over the Internet. When the voice is converted into a packet, it is added to the voice data in the titles including the route information to be monitored by the package. Small segmented audio signals are sent over the network to a single destination [10]. In summary, audio signals are compressed while being packed, transferred over the network, and then decompressed again [11].

One of the biggest advantages of VoIP technology is that it can be negotiated at very long distances without paying a fee other than the Internet fee, or paying much below the standard telephone tariff. The development of VoIP solutions has enabled large business operators to have voice calls over existing Internet lines within their organization. VoIP can carry 5 to 10 times more voice calls over the same bandwidth compared to conventional circuit switched services [11]. In the case of voice transmission scenarios such as computer to computer, computer to telephone, computer to telephone and telephone to telephone, devices must make calls to each other, call terminations etc. There are protocols that they use when they perform business and operations. The need for different protocols to be developed by different VoIP application developers or device manufacturers needing to use a common set of protocols so that users can interact with each other [12].

2.2. VoIP Scenario

VoIP scenario takes place in five ways.

- Computer voice transmission from computer to computer.
- Computer to phone (PSTN) or telephone (PSTN) to computer
- From the phone (PSTN) to the phone (PSTN)
- Mobile VoIP
- Wireless VoIP

The conventional telephone system (PSTN) is numbered according to ITU-T E.164 recommendation. According to this numbering system, the phone numbers consist of country code, area code / national destination code (long distance code) and subscriber number [13]. In order for a phone on the PSTN network to communicate with a computer with Internet access, the computer to be dialed must have a number according to ITU-T E.164 recommendation. For instance, in the VoIP service named Wirofon offered by Turk Telekom Company, the subscriptions were given a number starting with an area code of 850.

Figure 1. A Generic VoIP Scenario

Switching between the traditional telephone system (PSTN) and the VoIP system is provided by means of a gateway. The gateway is responsible for converting voice and other signaling information between the traditional telephone system (PSTN) and VoIP systems [14].

2.3. Computer to computer voice transmission

Communication from computer to computer is usually done by entering the IP address of the opposite party. Other methods such as domain name, e-mail address, member name and password can be preferred.

Figure 2. Computer voice transmission from computer to computer

VoIP calls can be made from mobile phone to mobile phone, as well as fixed phones and computers in PSTN network from mobile phone [14].

2.4. Mobile VoIP

Mobile VoIP has become a new VoIP scenario with the transition of mobile networks to 3G systems. While mobile networks operating with the 2G system operate with the circuit switching logic, packet switching data communication in addition to 2G has been possible with the transition to 3G [14]. Thanks to packet switching in the 3G system, bandwidth is only used during data exchange and much higher data transmission speeds are supported. With the innovations introduced by 3G technology, it supports users to make VoIP calls over the mobile network or using wireless networks [15].

2.5. Wireless VoIP

Wireless VoIP is implemented with phones designed to be compatible with the 802.11x standard family and capable of connecting to the Internet without cables and communicating voice over VoIP protocols over wireless networks [14][15]. Although WLAN is designed to expand IP networks, it has also created an alternative for voice communication.
Although wireless VoIP systems have evolved in recent years, Wi-Fi VoIP phones need to be improved in terms of battery life, security support, Internet browser support [16]. Because Wi-Fi technology is not designed to consume less energy, the small batteries of Wireless VoIP phones are inadequate. Some wireless network providers (Hotspot providers) use a website to login to the wireless network for security checks [17]. If the Wi-Fi VoIP phone does not have Internet browser support, the hotspot will not be able to use the wireless network because it can not open the Internet site required for access [16][17]. Supporting up-to-date wireless encryption methods in the 802.11x standard Wi-Fi VoIP phone will enable secure voice communication [18]. As a result, the widespread deployment of the Wireless VoIP scenario needs to increase the number of devices that are capable of the above mentioned features.

2.6. Session Initiation Protocol
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) was proposed by The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a standard for IP multimedia calls and derived from Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [19]. It is flexible with the text based creation of SIP and can be expanded and scaled by code changes. In addition, the ability to work with the web also allows to use with other IP applications [20]. Multimedia presentations, instant messaging applications, distributed computer applications, signaling and most important VoIP calls are the main usage areas of SIP.

One of the advantages of SIP is that it can use Internet-based protocols to complete its own signaling protocols [21]. SIP only deals with how sessions are created, edited and terminated [20]. Other features are provided through protocols such as HTTP 2.0, Session Definition Protocol (SDP), Domain Name Server (DNS), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Real-time Transport Protocol RTP, Real-time Control Transport Protocol (RTCP) [21]. The SIP protocol can detect the condition of the destination of the voice packet. If the destination does not exist at that time or is not available, the SIP protocol can detect this situation. So, it tries other ways of reaching the target. It can do address resolution, address mapping, call routing [22].

3. VOIP SECURITY and SAFETY
In IP communication technology, every application used is the target or tool to be attacked [23]. With the increasing popularity of VoIP technology in recent years, it has become inevitable to target against the attackers. Especially VoIP attacks exploiting information security attacks are increasing day by day, and weaknesses and weak points of VoIP networks are being affected too much by this [24]. VoIP technology has several differences compared to traditional PSTN technology. Especially when the configuration of the software and services can be done by both the manufacturer and the end user, it makes the system vulnerable to attack. Today, VoIP applications and users are increasing rapidly [23]. It is also a possible that hundreds of millions of mobile VoIP users are thought to be faced with such threads. Because of SIP’s text-based structure and its architecture similar to HTTP architecture, it is possible to attack not only known attack types but also SIP-specific attacks [23]. Packet exchanges during the use of TCP and UDP during communication make it very easy to exchange messages and information. Since SIP is not its own security mechanism, it is possible to be attacked by the attacks as long as no measures are taken [25]. In addition to being vulnerable to known threats and known weaknesses, complex security architectures are needed depending on VoIP specific weaknesses. Currently used security devices are insufficient in VoIP and SIP security [24]. Attacks such DoS attacks, session dropping, wiretapping, fake recording, etc. can cause VoIP network to become ineffective or leak information [26]. The Voice Over IP Security Alliance (VOIPSA) has published security weaknesses against VoIP systems in its notice posted on its web site and categorized it as follows [25].

- Social threats
- Eavesdropping threats
- Denial of service threats
- Service abuse threats
- Physical access threats
- Interruption of services threats

IETF has categorized the threats coming with a similar grouping:
- Service disruption and annoyance
- Eavesdropping and traffic analysis
- Masquerading and impersonation
- Unauthorized access
- Fraud

3.1. Denial of Service
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks target IP networks that can have little effect on system operation or contrarily make the system completely unusable [27]. These attacks can not be prevented by security measures, such as encryption or authentication, because the voice packets are sent to the intended user [28]. It is difficult to take action against DoS and DDoS attacks because it usually comes in the form of Synchronize (SYN) and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packets [29]. Servers and UAs will accept these packages because it is not known which package is real, and which packet is destined for attack. The percentage of DoS / DDoS attacks on networks such as VoIP, which perform real-time data communication, is very high [30]. A momentary interruption can cause major distress in these systems. If the attacker performs these attacks against high-priority network devices such as media gateways, interactive voice response (IVR), virtual machine, and so on, then ultimate harm may also occur [29][30]. The management of UDP ports is crucial to this attack, which can also be faced in the way that all calls are routed to another system or firewall [31]. Another and most faced DoS attack is replay attack which is a type of attack based on re-sending data packets. The re-transmitted data packets affect the data ordering on the receiver side. As a result, the stage becomes delayed and the call quality drops [29]. A person interfering with a call between two people records some or all of the talk, then transmits the packets it receives to the recipient. The most risky part of such an attack may be that the speaker shares his personal information or approves a major operation [28]. The attacker causes the voice packets containing the acknowledgment voice of the talkers to be repeatedly transmitted to the receiver in order to confirm the undesired operations. Below are other types of DoS attacks [30][31][32]. Some of these attacks may be partially inadequate, while others may completely disable the system. There are also DoS attacks that prevent calls from being made and that prevent voice messages from being received, and that do not even allow emergency calls.

- TLS Connection Reset
- VoIP Packet Replay Attack
- Quality of Service (QoS) Modification Attack
- VoIP Packet Injection
- DoS against Supplementary Services
3.2. Eavesdropping
Eavesdropping takes the form of listening or recording phone calls. It is necessary to access the network in order to carry out this attack [33]. Some protocol analysis programs can be used to listen to and record SIP and RTP traffic. Details of multiple conversations can be reached with this attack [34]. This means that unprotected signaling and data packets between users are displayed. It is possible to access and store data packets on the purpose of analyzing the network traffic [35]. Another intent of the attack is to obtain verbal or written information by techniques such as social engineering [36][37].

3.3. Spoofing
Spoofing is dangerous for service providers, since accomplished by changing the settings of the signaling messages or VoIP devices [29]. Here, attackers aim to make personal or financial gain by abusing VoIP services [30]. Fraud scenarios can be implemented in VoIP applications by influencing the call flow [27]. To prevent spoofing robust and difficult to interlace intrusion detection systems should be preferred and more complex defense mechanisms should be followed.

3.4. Man in the Middle Attack and Call Hijack
This attack covers or combination of many other attacks. It can be described as the attacker entering between two or more users in the transmission and reading or changing messages without informing them [38]. If there is no security precautions for wireless connections and if there is a SIP communication over this network, vulnerability may occur [39]. The attacker intercepts the interim messages and changes the direction as it passes over its own server. Afterwards, DoS, hijacking and many other attacks can take place in the position [37]. This attack allows an attacker to intervene between the SIP server and the SIP user agent. Any valid username or password can be registered with the SIP server without knowing it [36]. Along with recording, it opens up many attacks.

3.5. Masquerade
Attackers behave and being treated as a user or system component and gain authorization on the system entities [40][41]. This attack is intended to access another user, service, or component [42]. This creates a significant layer of attack because fraud, unauthorized access, and service disruption attacks can be performed using this method. The characteristic of this attack is that system components can mimic the identity of entity. The target of the attack may be a user, device, or network component [43]. VoIP components can be signaled by unauthorized access or remote connection, or data packets can be used at their own discretion. Masquerade attacks particularly are directed to the application layer protocols [42][44].

3.6. Classification of Studies on VoIP Threats
Now, we discuss the studies contained in the VoIPSA and IETF classification that makes up the remaining of the study. All studies are classified in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>VoIPSA classification</th>
<th>References by research</th>
<th>IETF classification</th>
<th>References by research</th>
<th>S/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eavesdropping threats</td>
<td>[33][34][35][36][37][38]</td>
<td>Service disruption and annoyance</td>
<td>[25][27][28][29][30][31][32]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Denial of Service threats</td>
<td>[23][25][27][28][29][30][31][32]</td>
<td>Eavesdropping and traffic analysis</td>
<td>[33][34][35][36][37][38]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Service Abuse threats</td>
<td>[45][46][47][48][49][50]</td>
<td>Masquerading and impersonation</td>
<td>[61][62][63][64][65][66]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Physical access threats</td>
<td>[51][52][53][54][55][56]</td>
<td>Unauthorized access</td>
<td>[51][52][53][54][55][56]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Interruption of services threats</td>
<td>[38][39][57][58][59][60]</td>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>[45][46][47][48][49][50]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Social threats</td>
<td>[61][62][63][64][65][66]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are many academic studies on VoIP security. These studies mostly consist of identification of threats, identification of security measures, and testing of these security measures [24][67]. Since VoIP technology is a widely used, ever-evolving and growing technology, many service providers that offer VoIP services are also working on this issue. VoIP security has been the subject of thesis studies, too. Situations that threaten VoIP security are at the top of the most researched topics [67]. In order to take measures against security attacks, it is first necessary to identify these threats [59]. Vulnerabilities arise from VoIP architecture, protocols used, signaling weaknesses, routing and termination problems of components are the basis of their work. Classification of detected security threats is another important issue. Correct detection of security threats and good classification are an important step in taking effective measures against security threats [59]. After the identification of security threats, the proposed solution to these is another research topic.

4. COUNTER-MEASURES
VoIP security is directly related with Internet security, since VoIP technology uses Internet infrastructure during communication and the data is transmitted between devices as IP packets. There are many security mechanisms and methods developed against the attacks as counter-measures. In this section, we examined the security measures used in VoIP security, briefly. These security measures aim to provide effective and efficient security at each layer.

In order for a system to be secure, it must have at least three qualities or obey CIA triad rules and domain specific ones [24][26]. These are:

- Confidentiality: The transmitted data means that only authorized users can access it. Ensuring that SIP signaling is done in a secure environment and that it is not affected by attacks such as wiretaps is essential. An attacker who can view SIP messages can easily listen to each unencrypted conversation [40]. To avoid this unwanted situation, messages must be encrypted. IPsec (Internet Protocol Security), developed to meet the security needs of the IP protocol, must be used to prove the authenticity of the communication, to ensure its privacy.

- Integrity: Protecting the data transmitted of stored against external factors, ensuring data integrity, means that only authorized users or malicious software change the data. Integrity principle, which provides user authentication, is used to protect the trusted sources. An attacker who is involved in an untrusted system without any situation of being caught or noticed can change different contents. It is desired to avoid this situation with integrity. SIP authentication prevents this from being altered by an unauthorized attacker. IPsec must be used to prove the authenticity of the communication, to ensure its integrity.

- Availability: It is defined as the time when the users defined in the system are at the request of the service and the service availability. Delays over acceptable level are undesirable for SIP networks. Any delay in real-time VoIP infrastructure can cause troubles. For example, a user who makes an invite request will cancel the request if the request does not take a certain period of time. However, the other user message will be delayed and the request message will be sent to the requesting user after the request is canceled. Another example is service disruption attacks which are intended to affect network components [40]. Spam Through Internet Telephony (SPIT) is examined as a service disruption attack which aims to prevent availability phones [41].

- Authentication: the user and the server must trust the credentials passed. In the request message, the called party must trust the requested information in the response message to the caller information sought.

- Rejection: The user who sent the message should not deny that it sent this message. This feature, which is used as an attack countermeasure, avoids the complexity and allows the attacker to distinguish between the attacker and the attacker.

5. CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATIONS
IP telephone exchange systems are better than conventional telephone exchange systems in many respects, such as usability and security. As in all systems, there are security problems in IP based systems as well. Here, the security issues that IP-based systems may encounter, are addressed. Activating the https protocol will be of great benefit to users. This protocol, which means secure hyper text transfer communication, can be used to prevent the attacker from being infiltrated into the network and seizing the data, while being more protected than the classic http protocol against attack. Activating IP-based filtering is also an important factor. For example, accepting connections that only have a certain IP will not accept other connections. Another method is to restrict the number of users connected to the devices. Lastly, in order to make a system more secure, it must have at least three qualities or obey CIA triad rules and domain specific ones. In this study, 45 publications on IP DECK and VoIP security have been examined and classified by VoPSA and IETF threat taxonomy. Vulnerabilities arise from VoIP architecture, protocols used, signaling weaknesses, routing and termination problems of components are the basis of their work. As a future hope and work, this study will help to conduct other VoIP security and counter-measures research and we will pay much attention on counter-measure research that after a comprehensive analysis of them we plan to develop a novel counter-measure or defense approach for recent threats or threats which have big and resident effects.
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